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A Message from our President on Oscar’s 166th Birthday
‘Every portrait that is painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not of the sitter.’ Quite so.
Looking at the portrait painted by the Oscar Wilde Society during this challenging year I have
been so impressed by the calibre of the artists involved. The individuals who have been putting
together The Wildean, Intentions, and our online newsletter, who have been spreading our
message on Twitter and beyond, who have been recruiting new members (at a record rate – oh
yes) have done a brilliant job. As the Society’s proud President, I salute our Chairman, Don
Mead, and every member of the executive committee, on all they have achieved in 2020, a year
we may prefer not to remember, but certainly won’t forget.
At the moment, we cannot meet in the usual way, but somehow we have managed to
keep in touch online and through the magic of Zoom. (We like Zoom, but we are not going
overboard. We know the dangers: ‘Nothing is so dangerous as being too modern; one is apt to
grow old fashioned quite suddenly.’) In 2021, I trust we will be getting together again for our
meetings, our lectures, our outings and our annual dinner. Meanwhile, the Society is keeping
us connected and, while we cannot go to the theatre in the old way, we can read our hero’s
words on the page and see the most ravishing productions of his plays in our mind’s eye.
I have kept myself busy during lockdown editing The
Oxford Book of Theatrical Anecdotes and ensuring that Wilde
and his circle are disproportionately well represented. I am
looking forward to emerging into the daylight in the near future
and finding the world a brighter and better place than ever
before. ‘I can believe anything provided it is quite incredible.’
Meanwhile, my heartfelt thanks to all those who do the
work and my best wishes to all who are walking on the Wilde
side. ‘We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the
stars.’
GYLES BRANDRETH
  

A Toast to Oscar from our Chairman
I should like to propose a Toast to Oscar. To do so in Oscariana is unusual but appropriate for
the strange times we are in.
Every year on or about Oscar’s birthday on 16 October the Society has its Birthday
Dinner at which we drink a toast to Oscar Wilde in places with Wildean connections – most
recently at the National Liberal Club and before that at the Cadogan Hotel where he was
arrested.
Oscar Wilde Society Website: http://oscarwildesociety.co.uk/
YouTube – https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-ZJY6iZoyf13r8FZfYfwQw
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/OscarWildeSociety/ // Twitter – https://twitter.com/OscarWildeUK
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I remember the late Anne Clark Amor (much missed) saying whenever she came to the
Birthday Dinner at the Cadogan she had an overwhelming feeling that the spirit of Oscar was
present with us and that many of us had very similar sensations. ‘Of course, it may be just
imagination, evoked by the tragic events that took place here, and heightened by the wonderful
poetry so movingly rendered. But of one thing I am absolutely certain: Oscar Wilde is alive
and well, for we love him and he lives on in all our hearts.’
In the strange isolation of the lockdown many of us will have turned to the Wilde books
we all have on our bookshelves. Very likely we have a Collected Works, and perhaps the
Letters. Some of us have shelves groaning under the weight of books by Wilde scholars
analysing his works word by word and writing about what other scholars have said about him.
Robert Sherard said of Wilde: ‘If he had taught me nothing except the great value and
happiness of life, I should still owe him an unpayable debt.’ Open
Oscar’s own works or his letters at random and you will certainly find
something amusing, thoughtful or surprising – a reminder of Oscar’s
wit and charismatic personality and that he was an inspirational, wise
and entertaining writer.
Each of us, on the 166th anniversary of his birth, has the spirit
of Oscar close at hand on our bookshelves at home, and we are united.
As Anne said, he is alive and well, for we love him and he lives on in
all our hearts. So on October 16th please let us all raise our glasses
and join in a toast.
To Oscar Wilde!
DONALD MEAD
  

Italian Oscar Wilde Society
The Oscar Wilde Society is delighted to know that the Italian Oscar Wilde Society is
flourishing and is now publishing a Newsletter. We were founded, in London, in 1990 and
define our aim as being the congenial appreciation of Oscar Wilde, his life and works. I am
sure that our two societies have similar objectives.
Oscar’s associations with Italy span his whole life from his time as a student at
Magdalen College Oxford when he wrote Ravenna to his time in exile at the end of his life
when he was in Genoa visiting the grave of Constance, his wife.
Visits arranged ‘in the footsteps of Wilde’ for Oscar Wilde Society members have
included Genoa and the Ligurian coast and we have a number of Italian members. I believe
that the Oscar Wilde society and its cousin in Italy can correspond, meet and work together in
our shared appreciation of Oscar. It was a great pleasure to welcome both Professor Elisa
Bizzotto and Dr Pierpaolo Martino to our Annual General Meeting on zoom. This was the first,
we hope, of more meetings which may be virtual for the moment but hopefully will soon be
possible in real life.
We most cordially welcome the arrival of the Italian Oscar Wilde Society Newsletter
and wish the Society every success and good fortune in the future.
DONALD MEAD
Chairman, The Oscar Wilde Society
IOWS Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Italian-Oscar-Wilde-Society-205848966848443
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The Wildean on JSTOR
https://www.jstor.org/journal/wildean
The Wildean is now available on JSTOR. Currently, all issues from 1-49 (July 1992-July 2016)
are accessible. There is a ‘three-year moving wall’, meaning that issues from the last three
years will not be uploaded; these will only be available in print form from the Society.
For members who do not have access to JSTOR, it is currently possible to take advantage of
JSTOR’s expanded free access in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Until 31 December
non-subscribers can read up to 100 articles a month free: https://about.jstor.org/covid19/
  

The Oscar Wilde Society on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-ZJY6iZoyf13r8FZfYfwQw
The Oscar Wilde Society now has its own YouTube channel, accessible at the above link.

Our first video is a recording of the lecture given after this year’s AGM by Darcy Sullivan, our
Press Officer who runs the Facebook page ‘The Pictures of Dorian Gray’. The talk is entitled
‘Oscar Wilde and Dorian Gray – The Ten Shadows’. Darcy explores how The Picture of Dorian
Gray helped make Oscar Wilde’s reputation as an author and decadent but also foretold his
own doom, casting ten shadows on Wilde’s life: The Picture of Dorian Gray is actually the
picture of Oscar Wilde.
In our second video ‘How did The Picture of Dorian Gray lead to Oscar Wilde’s downfall?’
Gyles Brandreth, author of the Oscar Wilde mysteries and Honorary President of the Oscar
Wilde Society, explores the novel’s impact and Wilde’s London with Don Mead, Chairman of
the Oscar Wilde Society, and Oliver Parker, director of the 2009 film Dorian Gray, in this clip
from ‘The One Show’, 18 September 2009.
Oscar Wilde and Dorian Gray – The Ten Shadows
As part of the Annual General Meeting on 22 September, Oscar Wilde Society Press Officer
Darcy Sullivan gave a presentation exploring the way that The Picture of Dorian Gray foretold
the unhappy future of Oscar Wilde. Here is an excerpt from the full presentation, with visuals,
which is on the Society’s new YouTube page:
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The seventh shadow is the murder of art. If you’re wondering what these two pictures are [see
next page], the one on the left is from a lovely graphic novel about Dorian Gray by the Spanish
artist Corominas, and obviously that’s Dorian killing Basil there. The one on the right is Dorian
having a sword fight with Basil. If you don't remember this from the book, it’s probably
because there are no sword fights in Dorian Gray. This is the cover of the first comic book
adaptation of Dorian Gray ever, in the 1940s, and in a British comic. And they took some
liberties, as you can imagine.
The reason I call this shadow the murder of art is because we always think of Basil as
the conscience that must be killed. But Basil is also the artist in the story. He’s the one who
painted the picture. And in fact, Dorian murders two artists in Dorian Gray. He murders Basil
with a knife, but he also kills Sibyl Vane. When she stops becoming, in his mind, a great artist,
he has his horrible breakup with her and she takes some sort of poison and dies, that night.
That’s the murder of art in Dorian Gray.
The artist Wilde murdered wasn’t a person, it was himself. We all know that Wilde
couldn’t write around Bosie. And he also wrote in De Profundis:
The gods had given me almost everything. But I let myself be lured into long spells of
senseless and sensual ease. I amused myself with being a flâneur, a dandy, a man of
fashion. I surrounded myself with the smaller natures and the meaner minds. I became
the spendthrift of my own genius, and to waste an eternal youth gave me a curious joy.
What he’s saying is, when he was so obsessed with the secret world, with Lord Alfred Douglas
and with fame and celebrity, he stopped being an artist. He stopped thinking like an artist. He
produced his great plays then, but he said he really couldn’t work. He couldn’t devote himself
to his art. He murdered the artist within. And of course, when he got out of prison, he wrote
almost nothing after that. It really was the end of his career.
For the full lecture visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QK7GkJEJeZQ&t=1169s
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Happy Birthday Oscar Wilde
October 2004 marked the 150th anniversary of Ireland’s most famous literary genius. During
his lifetime, Oscar Wilde was adored for the wit and wisdom of this plays, poetry and essays
by a society who would later sentence and imprison him. In celebration of his life and works
Happy Birthday Oscar Wilde presents over 150 of his best quotes, delivered by 150 leading
artists of stage, screen and music including: Bono, Annie Lennox, Martin Sheen, Tyne Daly,
Rosie Perez, Allison Janney, Eric Stolz, Julianna Margulies, Edward Asner, Larry Mullen,
Gabriel Byrne, Frank McCourt, Ken Loach, Gavin Friday, Estelle Parsons, Geoffrey Rush,
Stewart Copeland, Brian Cox, Harvey Fierstein, Jim Sheridan, Joan Rivers, Lee Grant, James
Cromwell, Stephanie Beacham, Lily Tomlin, Fionnula Flannagan, Liam Neeson, and Wilde’s
grandson and Society patron Merlin Holland. The film was released in support of Amnesty
International.
The film is available on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCPGIZBNKP8
  

Literature Cambridge – Online Study Sessions
‘A Queer Romance’: The Strange Affair of Katherine Mansfield and Oscar Wilde
Alison Hennegan – Saturday 31 October 2020
https://www.literaturecambridge.co.uk/book-online-study-sessions/km-ow
When Oscar Wilde died in Paris in 1900 the young
Katherine Mansfield had only just reached her
thirteenth birthday and was half a world away in New
Zealand. Nevertheless, after his death Wilde, whom
she had never met, continued to play a large part in the
young Katherine’s life: she identified with him, held
‘conversations’ with him, confided her sexual anxieties
and confusions to him in her journals. Sometimes she
even assumed his identity and called herself by his
name.
As an aspiring writer the young Katherine
Mansfield absorbed Wilde’s aesthetic, and emulated
aspects of his work and style. This lecture explores
some of the ways in which Mansfield’s experience
illuminates the connexions between the predominantly male phenomenon of late nineteenth-century ‘Decadence’ and an emerging Modernism.
It also considers ways in which those connexions transcend the boundaries of sex and gender,
boundaries which Mansfield resisted for much of her life.
18:00 British Time // 19:00 Central European Time
£25.00 full price // £20.00 students and CAMcard holders
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Wilde Wit Competition

‘I am frequently misquoted – often accurately.’
Who doesn’t love a good Oscar Wilde quote? The problem is that many sayings attributed to
Oscar are things he never said. In fact, the quip above isn’t from Wilde at all – it’s from Darcy
Alexander Corstorphine, winner of last year’s Wilde Wit Competition, put on by The Oscar
Wilde Society in conjunction with The Oldie.
We invite you to enter your own Wildean witticisms in our second Wilde Wit Competition.
Entries will be judged by the Oscar Wilde Society’s committee, who are looking for that special
blend of wit and elegantly stated truth.
Three winners will receive Wildeana, the new compendium of previously unpublished
anecdotes, epigrams, asides and accounts, signed by its editor, Oscar Wilde Society patron
Matthew Sturgis. The winners will have their quotes featured in Intentions, the newsletter of
the Oscar Wilde Society, and in The Oldie. And we have an additional surprise in store for our
winners as well.
How to enter:
- Submit your entries at http://oscarwildesociety.co.uk/wilde-wit
- Enter by 30 November 2020
- Enter as often as you like
Want some inspiration? Here are last year’s other winners:
‘To learn from experience is good – to learn from someone else’s experience is
better.’ – Colin Mayo (second place, tie)
‘An insult from the right person can be quite as agreeable as any compliment.’
– Darcy Alexander Corstorphine (second place, tie)
‘All great art is the result of beautiful failures.’ – Joke Kokkelkoren (third place)
Good luck! If you have any questions, email Oscar Wilde Society Press Officer Darcy Sullivan
at darcysull2@gmail.com
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Making Oscar Wilde in Paperback and Audiobook
Michèle Mendelssohn
Pbk: https://global.oup.com/academic/product/making-oscar-wilde-9780198802372?lang=en&cc=gb#
Audiobook: https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Making-Oscar-Wilde-Audiobook/1705209742

Witty, inspiring, and charismatic, Oscar Wilde is one of the Greats of
English literature. Today, his plays and stories are beloved around the
world. But it was not always so. His afterlife has given him the
legitimacy that life denied him. Making Oscar Wilde reveals the
untold story of young Oscar’s career in Victorian England and postCivil War America.
Combining new evidence and gripping cultural history,
Michèle Mendelssohn dramatizes Wilde’s rise, fall, and resurrection
as part of a spectacular transatlantic pageant. With superb style and an
instinct for story-telling, she brings to life the charming young
Irishman who set out to captivate the United States and Britain with
his words and ended up conquering the world.
Michèle Mendelssohn, Making Oscar Wilde (Oxford University Press, 2020), pbk £12.99, 368pp, ISBN: 9780198802372

Listen to Mendelssohn discussing Wilde with Peter Moore on the Travels Through Time
podcast: https://www.tttpodcast.com/season-3/making-oscar-wilde-michle-mendelssohn-1882

Colorized by Jordan J. Lloyd
based on an albumen print by Napoleon Sarony
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The Short Stories of Oscar Wilde: An Annotated Selection
Edited by Nicholas Frankel
Publication Date: 17 November 2020
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674248670

An innovative new edition of nine classic short stories from one of the greatest writers of the
Victorian era. ‘I cannot think other than in stories’, Oscar Wilde once confessed to his friend
André Gide. In this new selection of his short fiction, Wilde’s gifts as a storyteller are on full
display, accompanied by informative facing-page annotations from Wilde biographer and
scholar Nicholas Frankel. A wide-ranging
introduction brings readers into the world
from which the author drew inspiration.
Each story in the collection brims
with Wilde’s trademark wit, style, and sharp
social criticism. Many are reputed to have
been written for children, although Wilde
insisted this was not true and that his stories
would appeal to all ‘those who have kept the
childlike faculties of wonder and joy’. ‘Lord
Arthur Savile’s Crime’ stands alongside
Wilde’s comic masterpiece The Importance
of Being Earnest, while other stories –
including ‘The Happy Prince’, the tale of a
young ruler who had never known sorrow,
and ‘The Nightingale and the Rose’, the
story of a nightingale who sacrifices herself
for true love – embrace the theme of tragic,
forbidden love and are driven by an
undercurrent of seriousness, even despair, at
Jacket design by Gabriele Wilson and jacket
the repressive social and sexual values of
illustration by Yuko Shimizo
Wilde’s day. Like his later writings, Wilde’s
stories are a sweeping indictment of the society that would imprison him for his homosexuality
in 1895, five years before his death at the age of forty-six.
Published here in the form in which Victorian readers first encountered them, Wilde’s
short stories contain much that appeals to modern readers of vastly different ages and
temperaments. They are the perfect distillation of one of the Victorian era’s most remarkable
writers.
Nicholas Frankel is Professor of English at Virginia Commonwealth University. Among his
many books about Wilde are Oscar Wilde: The Unrepentant Years, The Annotated Prison
Writings of Oscar Wilde, and The Picture of Dorian Gray: An Annotated Uncensored Edition.
Nicholas Frankel (ed.), The Short Stories of Oscar Wilde: An Annotated Selection (Harvard University Press,
2020), hbk £22.95, 336pp, ISBN 9780674248670
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Zooming Decadence
Talks by scholars, hosted by the Centre for Victorian Studies, University of Exeter
You are warmly invited to join us via Zoom for these engaging, accessible, international live
discussions of decadence and decadent figures. Each talk will last an hour, including time for
questions. They are pitched for a wide audience from undergraduates to seasoned professors.
So sign up, zoom in and join us, with a preprandial or a strong coffee (depending on time
zones). Come to one, some or all. Any questions: email k.hext@exeter.ac.uk
5.30pm-6.30pm UK time
28 Oct Dr Alex Murray (Queens, Belfast), Decadent Constantinople, Istanbul Decadence
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/dr-alex-murray-qub-decadent-constantinople-istanbuldecadence-tickets-120027897673
11 Nov Dr Sarah Parker (Loughborough University), Gaudy Havoc: The Post-Victorian
Decadent Excesses of Iris Tree
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/sarah-parker-loughborough-gaudy-havoc-tickets120035909637
25 Nov Prof Nicholas Frankel (VCU), Oscar Wilde’s Life as a Work of Art
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oscar-wildes-life-as-a-work-of-art-talk-by-nicholas-frankelucv-tickets-120038230579
9 Dec Prof Margaret Stetz (University of Delaware), Anna, Comtesse de Brémont: Decadent
Women’s Poetry on Trial in 1895
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/prof-margaret-stetz-delaware-anna-comtesse-de-bremonttickets-120040383017
  

Sir William Wilde, 1815-1876: Surgeon, Scholar, and Father of
Oscar Wilde
Karen Sasha Tipper
This fascinating and compelling biography of Sir William Wilde, describing his life and
achievements, is a culmination of Professor Karen Sasha Tipper’s publications on the parents
of Oscar Wilde. Oscar Wilde’s incarceration in 1895 and his death in 1900 opened the gates
for a flood of mean-spirited criticism of the Wilde family generated by envy of the success not
only of Oscar but also that of his extraordinarily brilliant parents. Indeed, defamatory views
have been passed down from biographer to biographer throughout much of the twentieth
century and even this present century. Karen Tipper’s carefully researched two-volume work
on Sir William does much to restore him to the preeminence he deserves as one of Ireland’s
greatest polymaths.
The first volume provides a detailed account of Sir William’s family background, his
childhood in Roscommon, his schooling, the growth of his expertise in many fields, and the
papers and books that he published in these fields other than the works that emanated from his
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surgical practice. He was an antiquarian, an historian, a folklorist, a biographer, and a writer of
luminous travel books that reveal the Ireland’s rich heritage and the beauty of her countryside.
The second volume concentrates on his innovative and influential contributions to
ophthalmological and aural surgery. Karen Tipper also draws attention to his fierce
determination to overcome the pervasive ignorance of the etiology of diseases of the eye and
ear and the dearth of rational treatments, his emphasis on clinical observation, his warm
feelings for those less fortunate than himself, and the amount of time and energy he devoted to
founding St. Marks Eye and Ear Hospital in Dublin in 1850.
Karen Sasha Tipper, Sir William Wilde, 1815-1876: Surgeon, Scholar, and Father of Oscar Wilde, Vols I &
II (Edwin Mellen Press, 2020), $379.95, 744pp, ISBN 1-4955-0804-2 // 978-1-4955-0802-8

  

Aubrey Beardsley – Bons Mots and Grotesques
Edited by Matthew Sturgis
‘To critics who said that the full-lipped so-called “Beardsley
mouth”, which adorned many of his women, was
“inexpressive and ugly”, the artist countered, “Well, let them
criticise. It’s my mouth and not theirs. I like big mouths.
People like the little mouth – the ‘Dolly Varden’ mouth, if
that describes it better. A big mouth is the sign of character
and strength. Look at Ellen Terry with her great, strong
mouth. In fact, I haven’t any patience with small-mouthed
people.’ ‘The popular idea of a picture is something told in
oil or writ in water to be hung on a room’s wall or in a picture
gallery to perplex an artless public.’ ‘To my mind, there is
nothing so depressing as a Gothic cathedral. I hate to have the
sun shut out by the saints.’ ‘What a nice ample creature
George Sand is: like a wonderful old cow with all her calves.’ And other witty, urbane insights
on life, art, and culture, illustrated with selected drawings from his Grotesques series.
Available from Amazon, Waterstones, and all good book stores.
Matthew Sturgis (Ed.), Bons Mots and Grotesques (Pallas Athene, 2020), ppk, 96pp, ISBN 9781843681915
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WILDEANA
A COMPENDIUM OF
PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED
ANECDOTES, EPIGRAMS, ASIDES AND
ACCOUNTS
Selected and edited by Matthew Sturgis
hardback / £12.99 / 15th October 2020
Oscar Wilde’s early fame ensured that throughout his life he was written about by many of
those he met. He was celebrated - or mocked - as the master of the ingenious epigram, the
provocative paradox or the extravagant conceit.
In researching his monumental biography Oscar: A Life, Matthew Sturgis discovered, in
every major archive, unfamiliar epigrams in Wilde’s distinctive handwriting - unpublished
try-outs. He also uncovered dozens of previously ungathered anecdotes about Wilde:
sidelights on his days in Oxford, London, America, Paris and beyond, by society hostesses,
men-about-town, actors, lawyers, writers, artists and politicians, who diligently reported
his actions, his mannerisms, his exuberant dress and, above all, his conversation.
“You have come just in time,’ said a lady, “and can arrange my screens for me.” Whereupon
Mr Wilde replied, “Oh, don’t arrange them - let them occur.” - Pall Mall Gazette, 1889
The diary entries, press reports, private correspondence and interviews gathered in this
volume are all small additions to the Wilde story. Almost all will be unfamiliar even to
enthusiasts and scholars. Some typical, others unexpected, they enrich and alter his portrait.
“He has fearful, vulgar streaks e.g. he has clippings about himself sent him by the
newspaper agency. Poor fellow...” - Bernard Berenson to May Costelloe, 1892
Oscar Wilde (1854 - 1900) was born in Dublin. During a life crowded with incident he achieved
great success as a playwright and fame as a wit.
Matthew Sturgis is the author of the acclaimed biography Oscar: A Life as well as lives of
Aubrey Beardsley and Walter Sickert. He is also the author of Passionate Attitudes, a history of
the decadent fin-de-siècle. A. N. Wilson, writing in the Times Literary Supplement, described him
as ‘the greatest chronicler of the 1890s we have’.

Press enquiries to Elizabeth Masters / Ana McLaughlin, Deputy Publicity Director
elizabeth.ana@quercusbooks.co.uk / @LizzieMastersUK / @Anabooks / @riverrunbooks

To the End of the World
Travels with Oscar Wilde

Rupert Everett
Published by Little, Brown on Thursday 8th October 2020, £20,
________________________________________________________________________________
The highly anticipated new memoir from award-winning writer and actor Rupert Everett.
‘A supremely gifted writer’
Lynn Barber, Sunday Times
‘After reading Vanished Years I didn't just want to buy the book but kidnap its author
and gallivant about town with him for ever’
Decca Aitkenhead, Guardian
‘A (novelistic) masterpiece’
Daily Telegraph (for Red Carpets and Other Banana Skins)
‘Vanished Years, which strikes me as a little, instant classic in the memoir field, sets a new standard for
actors who wish to put their lives on the line... beautifully written’
Independent
‘They say that sometimes ghosts don’t realize they’re dead and wander
around screaming because no one is paying them any attention. Well, in
show business you may have been dead five years before you finally twig. You
howl around the corridors of power while the elected march straight through.
Then one day you catch yourself in a mirror and there is nothing looking
back.’
In his latest biography, following the bestselling Red Carpets and Other
Banana Skins and Vanished Years, Rupert Everett tells the story of how he set
out to make a film of Oscar Wilde’s last days, and how that ten-year quest
almost destroyed him. (And everyone else.)
Travelling across Europe for the film, he weaves in extraordinary tales from his
past, remembering wild times, freak encounters and lost friends. There are
celebrities, of course. But we also meet glamorous, but doomed Aunt Peta, who
introduces Rupert (aged three) to the joys of make-up. In 80s Paris, his great
friend Lychee burns bright, and is gone. While in 70s London, a ‘weirdly tall, beyond size zero’ teenage
Rupert is expelled from the Central School of Speech and Drama.

Unflinchingly honest and hugely entertaining, Tainted Glory offers a unique insight into the ‘snakes and
ladders’ of film-making. It is also a soulful and thought-provoking autobiography from one of our best-loved
and most talented actors and writers.
Author Biography
Rupert Everett shot to fame with the film Another Country in 1984 and has been a hugely successful actor
and writer for many years. His films include The Madness of King George III; My Best Friend’s Wedding;
Shrek II and III; Shakespeare in Love and St Trinian’s. His first memoir, Red Carpets and Other Banana
Skins, was a Sunday Times bestseller and its sequel, Vanished Years, won the Sheridan Morley Prize for
Biography. His film of Oscar Wilde’s last years, The Happy Prince, was released in 2018 to widespread
acclaim.
For further information please contact Zoë Hood, Director of Literary Publicity, Little, Brown, 020
3122 6675, zoe.hood@littlebrown.co.uk
For general publicity enquiries for Rupert Everett, please contact Connie Filippello, Connie Filippello
Publicity, cfpublicity@aol.com
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Oscar Wilde Puzzle
Composed by JD Murphy

Feel free to send in your solutions to aaron.philip.eames1@gmail.com
Extra points if you can find Wilde-related answers!
For more like this visit the ‘Oscar Wilde Literary Fun’ Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/239670336711149/
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